Year 4 Autumn 1: spellings
Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Week 6

Week 7

Week 8

Spelling Rule
Recap suffixes:
2 or more
syllables
(double
consonant)

Spelling Rule
Recap suffixes: 2
or more syllables
(single
consonant)

Spelling Rule
Prefix‘sub’

Spelling Rule
Prefix‘inter’

Spelling Rule
Prefix‘super’

Spelling Rule
Prefix‘anti’

Spelling Rule
Prefix‘auto’

Spelling Rule
Prefix‘in’

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

forgetting
beginning
preferred
referring
skipping
wrapping
forgotten
forbidden
inferred
beginner

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

gardening
gardener
limiting
limited
teaching
happened
climber
engineer
climbed
happening

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

subheading
subdivide
submarine
submerge
subspecies
subway
subtract
subtitle
sublime
submission

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

interaction
intercede
interfere
interject
interim
interlude
international
intervene
interrupt
interact

1)supervision
2)supersonic
3)superman
4)supermarket
5)superstar
6)superfan
7)superpower
8)superfast
9)supersede
10)superhero

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

antiseptic
anticlockwise
antisocial
antibiotic
antifreeze
anticlimax
antibodies
anticipates
anti-virus
antibacterial

1)autograph
2)autobiography
3)automatic
4)automobile
5)autopilot
6)autopsy
7)autocue
8)autocratic
9)autodial
10)autobus

1)inaccessible
2)inaccurate
3)inactive
4)inadequate
5)inaudible
6)incapable
7)inconsiderate
8)ineffective
9)indigestion
10)independent

Year 4- Common Exception Words
material

medicine

mention

minute

natural

naughty

notice

occasional

occasionally

often

opposite

ordinary

particular

peculiar

perhaps

popular

position

possess

possession

possible

potatoes

pressure

probably

promise

purpose

quarter

question

recent

regular

reign

remember

sentence

separate

special

straight

strange

strength

suppose

surprise

therefore

though

although

thought

through

various

weight

woman

women

Spellings in context:
Spelling Rule
Recap suffixes: 2 or more
syllables (double consonant)

Spelling Rule
Recap suffixes: 2 or more syllables
(single consonant)

Spelling Rule
Prefix‘sub’

Spelling Rule
Prefix‘inter’

Why do you keep forgetting to
practise your spellings?
I’m beginning to regret starting this
sentence!
I have always preferred to watch
cartoons rather than musicals.
The doctor is referring you to the
hospital.
What a lovely skipping rope!
Can you please pass me the
wrapping paper?
Have you forgotten your manners?
Since the eruption, the volcano site is
forbidden.
Whilst reading, you inferred about the
character.
Adam is a beginner in his swimming
class.

I have been gardening all day and the
garden now looks beautiful.
Can I employ a gardener to help me?
Billesley Primary is limiting the
amount of photocopying people are
able to do.
There is limited access to the internet
in school due to e-safety.
Can you please listen when I am
teaching?
What has happened in here?
Ahmed is a phenomenal climber.
Would you like to be an engineer
when you grow up?
Yesterday, Miss Sadley climbed
Mount Snowdon!
What is happening in school
tomorrow?

Non-fiction texts usually have
subheadings in them.
If you cut a paper in half and then
cut those halves in half, you
subdivide it.
A submarine can submerge
very quickly.
A subspecies of a plant or
animal is one of the types that a
particular species is divided into.
You can travel on the subway in
New York.
When you subtract, numbers get
smaller.
A subtitle is displayed at the
bottom of a television screen.
Sublime means to be of very
great excellence or beauty.
I have made a submission of my
ideas for your perusal.

Years of human interaction with the
environment has caused damage to
Earth.
I am going to need to intercede between
you because you are arguing.
Do not interfere with the electrical circuit.
“If I may interject, I have things I'd like to
add,” said the teacher to her class.
“I can't see the doctor until next month,
but in the interim I'm going to try some
cough medicine,” said the lady to her
friend.
During the interlude at the theatre, Ben
went to buy some sweets.
Since she was very young, Casey had
always wanted to be an international
singing star.
“I’m going to need to intervene-your
debate is turning a bit heated,” said the
teacher to her pupils.
It is important not to interrupt when
somebody else is speaking.
Going to nursery helps children to learn
how to interact with others.

Spelling Rule
Prefix‘super’

Spelling Rule
Prefix‘anti’

Spelling Rule
Prefix‘auto’

Spelling Rule
Prefix‘in’

Those that take a test need to be
under supervision.
Supersonic planes can travel faster
than the speed of sound.
Superman is a very popular
superhero.
A supermarket sells lots of food.
“You are a superstar!” Mrs
O’Donnell said to one of her pupils.
Mrs Miller is a superfan of Justin
Bieber-she goes to all of his
concerts.
A superpower is a very powerful and
influential country.
Is there a superfast train that we can
take to London?
This new information will supersede
the old information from today.

Something that is antiseptic kills
germs and harmful bacteria.
Anticlockwise is the opposite
direction to the direction of hands on a
clock.
Come and join us-don’t be antisocial!
If you are ill, the doctor sometimes
gives you antibiotics.
Antifreeze is a liquid which is added
to water to stop it freezing.
When the news eventually came, it
actually like a bit of an anticlimax.
Antibodies within our bodies fight
diseases.
Mrs Moustapha anticipates an
excellent spelling score from you all.
To fight bugs, you can get anti-virus
software for your computer.
People use antibacterial gel on their
hands to help them to keep clean.

“Can you believe I got Justin Bieber’s
autograph?” Mrs Miller said
excitedly.
A book about yourself written by
yourself is called an autobiography.
My car is automatic which means it
has no manual gears.
An automobile is another name for a
car.
To be on autopilot means to do
something with no effort or thinking.
You carry out an autopsy on
somebody when they die to find out
the cause of death.
TV presenters read their script from
an autocue.
An autocratic person has complete
power and makes decisions without
consulting anyone.
I have a telephone with auto-dial so i
can quickly call people.
I get the autobus to school.

Sadly, the cave was inaccessible
so we couldn’t enter.
Can you correct your inaccurate
spellings please?
The volcano has thankfully been
inactive for years.
“I’m afraid that your presentation is
inadequate-please do it again,” the
teacher requested.
The sound was so quiet that it was
inaudible.
The child was incapable of
answering the difficult question.
What an inconsiderate, thoughtless
comment!
The experiment was ineffective, as it
wasn’t a fair test.
If you eat too quickly, you can get
indigestion.
Learning how to be independent is
an important life skill.

